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. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CH ATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401

'

6N 38A Lookout Place

December.28, 1987
i

l
Mr. Stewart'D. Ebneter, Director |

Office of Special. Projects j
,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission'

4350 East-West Highway i

EWW 322 l

Bethesda,. Maryland 20814

Dear Mr. Ebneter:

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT (SQN) - SILICONE RUBBER INSULATED CABLE' ISSUE. RESOLUTION!

This letter is to provide you with our rationale and supporting data for
concluding that the silicone rubber insulated cable issue at SQN is resolved.

It should be noted that the issues on TVA cable installation practices arose i

from a Watts Bar Nuclear Plant employee concern which TVA generically applied I
to SQN, not from SQN specific issues or concerns. In March 1987, the NRC in {
recognition of our making this a possible generic' issue, included as an item J

of concern cable installation at SQN in its Technical Evaluation. Report (TER)
on SQN. This concern centered on whether.or not TVA in the process of
storing, handling, and installing all cables in SQN had damaged the I

insulation; 1.e., did there exist cable in the plant which would not meet its )
intended function?

Subsequently, TVA devised and conducted a comprehensive test program in'an
effort to prove that the cable installed in SQN was acceptable for its
intended use. Our test program involved a combination of elements including
inplace measurements and some testing of cable on a sampling. basis at voltages !

far exceeding those required to demonstrate adequacy for service as an
alternative to removing installed cable and destructively testing it. ]

These tests confirmed that the cable installation practices at SQN were
acceptable since no damage from cable pullbys, jamming, or unsupported i
vertical cable was found. The NRC,-in testimony before the ACRS.on ;
November 4,1987, and in its letter of November.13,1987,. has corroborated- !
that TVA has resolved the original TER restart concerns and successfully .

demonstrated the acceptability of TVA cable installation-practices. |

Thus we believe we have carried out-the necessary tests to conclude that the
cables installed at SQN are acceptable. What remains at issue is a~ question
which arose with silicone rubber insulated cable during our cable testing.:
program.
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Mr. Stewart D. Ebneter December 28, 1987

TVA has been attempting to resolve this remaining restart issue for a number
of months by means of inspections, tests, evaluations, and, in some cases,
replacements. You and your staff have been kept fully informed of our actions
and results obtained in our program; the most recent being a public meeting in
the NRC's offices in Bethesda, Maryland, on November 24, 1937, during which we
presented our latest findings and conclusions. Our presentation to you and
your staff provided you with the results of what we believe is the most ')
comprehensive and severe cable testing program ever undertaken by any i

utility. It was our hope that as a result of that meeting NRC would have
agreed with our conclusion that the silicone rubber insulated cable issues at i
SQN had been resolved. |

You have since advised me this is not the case and that your staff may desire
further testing and inspection of installed cabling. In particular, I
understand that your concern centers on the ability of TVA to demonstrate to
the Staff's satisfaction prior to restart that the installed silicone rubber

insulated cables at SQN have a minimum insulation thickness. I would like to
again summarize the background on this issue, provide the reasons why we
believe our position is correct and address the concerns of your staff.

As previously noted, the original issue TVA was pursuing when the silicone
rubber insulated cable issue emerged was that of installation damage, and in
particular, the support of long vertical lengths of cable around bends. In
the process of resolving that issue, it was agreed that we would test
installed cables by the use of a high potential DC voltage--a test not
normally used for testing installed low voltage cable. Both the utility and
the electrical industry in general use resistance testing ("meggering") to
determine the adequacy of installed low voltage electrical cable. In
retrospect, TVA's high-potential testing, particularly at such high voltages
(10,000 volts on 125-volt cable), was inappropriate. This position was
substantiated by an unsolicited independent assessment made by the Nuclear
Power Engineering Committee (NPEC) of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, Power Engineering Society. This assessment was provided
to Charles E. Rossi of the NRC in a letter from NPEC's chairman, J. T. Bauer, I

,

on December 4, 1987. In summary, the NPEC statement concludes that the direct
application of a laboratory type test standard, which specified the high
voltage levels, to the testing of installed cables is beyond the intent of the
standard and is a " misuse of established qualification practice." NPEC
concluded that the results of such a test on installed cables are '

" indeterminate with respect to LOCA performance."

As I discussed with J. G. Keppler as early as May 7, 1987, in order for
everyone to understand my concern that we were dealing in an area beyond the
normal range of testing, I intended to bring in a team of industry experts to '

assist and guide.us in our efforts. Enclosed is a listing of those
individuals, along with their backgrounds and experience, who have been
involved with us in this matter and continue to assist us. On several
occasions some of them provided testimony to you and your staff on this
matter. Specifically, a member of the IEEE/ Insulated Conductors

_ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ -__ _ __--_ - __
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Mr. Stewart D. Ebneter December 28, 1987

Committee (ICC) has stated that a cable designed to carry 125 volts may show
an anomaly when tested at 10,000 volts, and that anomalies at these high
voltages do not necessarily mean that the cable is faulty or.that it will not
perform its intended service properly.' Also, a senior official of
Rockbestos testified at the meeting with NRC that "a dry high voltage test of
a coaxial insulation can be quite severe and can be destructive under those !
conditions which is one of the reasons why even in high voltage testing of
non-shielded and high voltage cables the recommended field tests are never

| anywhere near the factory test voltages."*

At SQN silicone rubber insulated cable was procured from three vendors;,

I American Insulated Wire (AIH), Rockbestos, and Anaconda. In order to resolve I

this final issue we undertook the following additional testing program which
achieved these results:

o High potential DC testing was performed on a sampling basis in which
we selected what we considered to be the worst cases. These were the
longest cable runs since they would have the highest probability for
evidencing damage which might have occurred during manufacturing,
shipping, storage, or installation. The worst case sampling concept
was similar to that used for TVA's earlier cable testing at SQN.

o Under these tests a few conductors did evidence anomalies. However,
subsequent testing and analysis of similar induced anomalies proved
that the cables would have performed their functions satisfactorily.

o The anomalies were limited to six AIN conductors and one Rockbestos
conductor which experienced voltage breakdown.' There were no
anomalies found in the Anaconda population.

o Test results on the conductors with anomalies clearly show that all
exhibited satisfactory performance up to 7,000 volts DC, a value far
exceeding the service voltage for these cables, which ranges from 110
to 480 volts. ;

' Larry Kelly, Director of Engineering Development, The Okonite Company i

* Bob Gehm, Manager, Electrical and Product Engineering of Rockbestos
November 24, 1987 meeting between TVA and NRC, Bethesda, Maryland

' One AIW conductor and two Rockbestos conductors exhibited polarization
indices of less than one and were originally classified as anomalies.

,

Subsequently, NRC and TVA have learned from Mr. Kelly (') that the
polarization index results were misleading and should not have been !
classified as anomalies.

;
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Mr. Stewart D. Ebneter December 28, 1987

o Recent tests conducted at the Hyle Laboratories at our request
demonstrated that, even >nder severe environmental qualification (EQ)

.

'conditions, insulation tnickness of as little as four mils was
sufficient to meet postulated accident conditions. In our examination
of the conductors that had anomalies, we found no insulation less than
eight mils thick.

TVA and NRC had previously agreed that the parameter to be utilized' to .o
prove cable adequacy for service was dielectric strength. The level of
dielectric strength required was established, in accordance with !

industry standard IEEE 383-1974, at 240 volts DC per mil of
insulation. .The test voltage was based on the minimum environmentally
qualified thickness. The successful Wyle test results of 4 mils of
insulation for AIW and Anaconda and 6 mils of insulation for Rockbestos
showed that adequacy for service is demonstrated by a dielectric
strength of 960 volts DC and 1440 volts DC, respectively. 'These values
are well enveloped by.the minimum voltage at which any of the anomalies
occurred, namely 7000 volts DC.

o Industry standards, such as ASTM D 3755, which apply to high-potential
DC testing of electrical insulating materials, confirm that the
combined attributes of the TVA program constitute a conservative
approach to demonstrating cable integrity. These attributes include
the voltage level, rate of voltage application, surrounding medium,
temperature, and acceptance criteria. This information, in conjunction
with that previously mentioned above, suggested that the anomalies were
due to the conservatism of the test program itself and not to any
inadequacies in the cable which would adversely affect the performance
of its function. A member of the IEEE/ICC has stated that this
standard identifies in the appendix the limitations which were not
considered in the conduct of TVA's high potential DC tests.*

o Information from a recent IEEE/ICC meeting, also attended by members.of
your staff, indicated that the use of polarization indices (anomaly
noted previously) is inappropriate for the type of cable used at SQN, j

and that the values noted in our test are not a proof of failure. '

Therefore, the anomalies which were based on the polarization index are
of minimal, if any, concern. 1

:

I* .Ted A. Balaska, Chairman of the IEEE/ICC for 1987
.

November 24,.1987 meeting between TVA and NRC, Bethesda, Maryland

i

i

_ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ -
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The above results demonstrate that all cables tested in the worst case
sampling were adequate, since they either passed the high-potential DC test
or, in the case of those experiencing anomalies, performed satisfactorily in
testing at voltages far exceeding those required to demonstrate adequacy for
service. In addition, they have been shown to be adequate to meet postulated
accident conditions.

The above discussion is, by itself, sufficient to demonstrate the adequacy of |

the silicone rubber insulated cable in SQN. However, because of NRC concern, I
particularly with AIW silicone rubber insulated cable, and the position your i
staff first presented at the September 10, 1987, public meeting in Knoxville,
Tennessee, I directed that as much AIN cable as possible be replaced within

| schedular constraints. This was done before the Wyle test was completed even
' though the preliminary test results confirmed the adequacy of our cable.

,

| Although it was not technically justified, all remaining AIW silicone rubber 1

| insulated cable in unit 2 containment used in safety-related harsh environment i

applications (10 CFR 50.49) was replaced.
'

|
In conclusion, there were two concerns about silicone rubber insulated cable i
at SQN---the existence of anomalies from high potential DC testing and the
possibility of decreased insulation wall thickness as a result of, for
example, handling or installation. As discussed below, the anomalies appear
to have been due to the conservatism or severity of TVA's test program and are |
not indicative of the ability of cable to function in service. The test |
program described above also demonstrated that the i n talled silicone rubber
insulated cables at SQN are adequate from the standpoint of insulation i
thickness. In this regard, TVA, by separate letter, is filing a final report
on its earlier letter of September 10, 1987, under 10 CFR 21. This final

|report supports the conclusion that the silicone rubber insulated cables in '

SQN are adequate.

It is TVA's firm belief that our program has provided NRC the reasonable
assurance that all cables installed in SQN including the silicone rubber
insulated cables will perform their intended function at service and at,

postulated accident conditions and provide protection for the health and
safety of the general public. The basis of TVA's test program, as agreed to
with the NRC, was to demonstrate cable integrity through the implementation of
a cable dielectric strength test. It is this parameter, in itself, which the
cable industry has accepted as the governing measure of cable integrity in
manufacturing and environmental qualification testing of all cables, as well
as post installation testing of medium voltage anu above cables. As earlier
noted, testing of installed cables by the use of a high potential DC voltage
is normally not used for testing low voltage cable. Those installed cables,
which passed the TVA high DC potential testing, demonstrated superior
dielectric strength. Subsequent to experiencing test anomalies, TVA
determined, through the testinony of industry experts and a review of industry
standards, that the initial test program contained excessive conservatism and
was not indicative of cable inadequacy. The subsequent severe and
unprecedented Wyle environmental qualification program demonstrated that the
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dielectric strength exhibited on the test anomalies was well in excess of that
required to prove adequacy for intended use. Therefore, it has been proven

;that, in this worst case program, TVA has demonstrated the ability of the jinstalled cables to perform their intended function.

Even though NRC agrees that TVA demonstrated the acceptability of the TVA
cable installation practices, we realize that the NRC staff is concerned about
insulation thickness of silicone rubber insulated cable in the plant.
However, the real issue is dielectric strength as related to environmental
qualification (EQ) requirements. TVA has clearly demonstrated that silicone
rubber insulated cables with a few mils of insulation will in fact pass the
severe postulated accident and continue to function. NRC and TVA staff have
previously agreed that adequacy of cable for intended service is demonstrated I

by testing cable at 240 volts per mil times the minimum EQ thickness. In the
Hyle test program TVA has clearly established the following EQ thicknesses of

,

4, 4, and 6 mils of insulation thickness respectively, for AIW, Anaconda, and
Rockbestos cables. In applying the previously agreed upon 240 volts per mil
times the minimum EQ thickness, one arrives at 960, 960, and 1440 volts,

i respectively for testing these cables. Since none of the silicone rubber
| insulated cables tested at SQN failed below 7000 volts DC, we consider the

previous voltage anomalies to not be germane and the integrity of SQN silicone
insulated cables beyond question. As such, TVA has satisfied the original
test program and concludes that there is no reasonable basis for further tests
or inspections in this regard. If you have additional concerns, it is
requested that you so advise as soon as possible and provide us the technical

|
basis for these additional concerns so that we can promptly address them.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
'

| 7
,ite

k
SfA
Manager of Nuclear Power

| Enclosure
cc: See page 7

_ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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cc (Enclosure):
Mr. K. P. Barr,. Acting Assistant Director

Regional Inspections
Division of TVA Projects
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta Street, NH, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Mr. G. G. Zech, Assistant Director
for Projects

Mail Stop 7E23
Division of TVA Projects
Office of Special Projects
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
7920 Norfolk Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Sequoyah Resident Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy Daisy, Tennessee 37379

>

i
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ENCLOSURE

APPENDIX A

RESUMES OF CABLE TASK FORCE

FITZPATRICK, ARTHUR R., JR.

EDUCATION - BSEE, MSEM

LICENSES - Professional Engineer - Massachusetts, New York (EIT)
Master Electrician - Massachusetts

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
I

I Member - Insulated Conductor Committee
Member - Subcommittee 9 - Special Purpose Cable
Member - Subcommittee 12 - Test and Measurements
Chairman - Subcommittee 14 - Station Cable Systems

!Chairman - Task Force 12-40
|Member - Ad Hoc Commission; Station Cable Systems
iMember - Ad Hoc Commission, Nuclear Certification

Member - Industry Application Society (IAS)

PRESENT EXPERIENCE

Assistant Chief Electrical Engineer - Stone & Webster Engineering
Co rporation

Responsible for electrical engineering, design, and specialty
activities

PAST EXPERIENCE

Corporate Cable Specialist, Chairman Fire Protection Task Force,
Project Engineer, Project Manager

LENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

24 years of engineering experience in various capacities on numerous
projects

i

1

4
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BALASKA, TED A.

EDUCATION - BSEE - Worcester Polytechnic Institute

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) - Senior Member
National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) - Member
National Society of Professional Engineerr (NSPE) Senior Member-

International Conference on Large High Voltage Electric ~ Systems
(CIGRE-USNC)

Insulated Cable Engineers Association (ICEA)
Edison Electric Institute (EEI)
T&D Committee - Guest
IEEE Power Engineering Society (PES), Dielectric and Electrical-

Insulation Society, Industry Application Society
PES - Chairman of Insulated Conductors Committee and Chairman of

Meetings Department j
Over 40 authorships and published presentations to IEEE entities and
other industry associations. ,

a

PAST EXPERIENCE

Bishop Manufacturing Corporation |
Director of Engineering Services (Bishop) Manager of Power Cable
Products (Plymouth

Phelps Dodge Copper Products *

Staff Electrical Engineer
Long Island Lighting Company

Area Supervisor Underground Lines
i

Hartford Electric Light Company !Assistant General Foreman - Underground Distribution '

l

.

Y

e

6713A-4223900-86 A-2
.
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LUTHER, REINHOLD

EDUCATION - Primary Schools in Lithuania and Germany
Engineering Degree in Land Surveying Munich, Germany 1944
BSEE University of Hartford, CT 1966

LICENSES - Registered Professional Engineer and Land Surveyor, CT
,

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Senior Member IEEE
Vice Chairman Insulated Conductors Committee
Member IEEE Power Engineering Society
Member IEEE Dielectrics and Electrical Insulations Society
Member of various work groups on cable standards for Nuclear

generating stations (IEEE Std. 383 and 634)
Advisor - Electrical Materials Research Center, Univ. of Conn.
Past Member AEIC Cable Engineering Section
Past Member EPRI's Underground Transmission Section
Industry Advisor for Various EPRI research projects
Past Member Northeast Utilities Distribution Research Subcommittee
Past Member Northeast Utilities Transmission Research Subcommittee

PRESENT EXPERIENCE

Independent Consultant specializing in generating station cables and
power distribution and underground transmission systems.,

PAST EXPERIENCE

1949-52 various consulting engineers in the Hartford, CT Area
1952-86 Northeast Utilities and predecessor companies. {

Employed in various engineering and supervisory positions
j

]including overhead and underground distribution design;
iresponsible for underground transmission design (including {345 kV). In charge of specifications for cables utilized in"

nuclear and conventional generating stations.
Retired in 1986 at age 60 with a title of Staff Engineer.

PUBLICATIONS

" Performance Requirements for Rubber Insulated Cables in Nuclear i
'

Generating Stations" American Chemical Society, 1978.
!

I" Analysis of Cables with Visible Halos" International Symposium onElectric Insulations, 1982.

" Laser Detection of Voids and Contaminants in Polyethylene Insulated
Cables", IEEt 1982 Summer Power Meeting.

" Evaluation of an In-Service Aged Ethylene-Propylene Rubber (EPR) i
Insulated Distribution Cable" to be presented at the IEEE 1987 Summer
Power Meeting.

6713A-4223900-36 A-3
4

*
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CARDELLO, PAUL S.

EDUCATION - York College - BA
Northeastern University - BSEE

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

!
Insulated Cable Engineers Association (ICEA) Chairman or

.

Instrumentation Cable Standard Working Group Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)

PUBLICATIONS / PATENTS /ETC.

Subjects of published papers include flame retardancy,
chlorine emission, silicone coaxial cables, etc.
Three cable related US Patents pending IEEE Certificates of
Appreciation for conducting cable seminars

|
PAST EXPERIENCE

Boston Insulated Wire and Cable Company
Supervisor of physical and electrical laboratories Product Design

;

l

Engineer
Senior Product Engineer for spec:alty HV and RF products

Continental Wire and Cable Company
Senior Product Development Engineer
Assistant Chief Engineer
Chief Engineer

Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
-

Vice President of Engineering

RELATED EXPERIENCE

Product Development
First UL listing for silicone insulated wire rated above 200 C
Silicone insulated corona free HV cables to 40 kV-RMS Extra high

- voltage cables to 300 kV DC Low smoke, non-halogenated insulating
and jacketing compounds Unit covering FREP motor, control and

lead wire with reduced fire hazard (low smoke, non Halogen,power
etc.)
Complete range of silicone insulated / jacketed cables "Used in
U.S. Navy nuclear fueled submarines
FREP/CPE control and instrumentation cables for fossil and

.

nuclear fueled generating stations
Set up complete silicone rubber mixing (48 in. mill) and extrusion
(HAV and CV) facilities
Initiated program to add in-house LOCA simulation capabilities
Qualified complete cable line (5 kV power to instrumentation and
thermocouple cable) to IEEE 383-1974

1

6713A-4223900-B6 A-4
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DR. LING, TING H.

EDUCATION - Ph.D. Chemical Engineer

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Member - Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers, Nuclear Power
Engineering and Power Engineering Society, Insulation Society and
' Insulated Conductor Committee
Member - IEEE/ICC Subcommittee 12, Test and Measurement
Chairman - IEEE/ICC Working Group 12-36, Smoke Toxicity . Corrosion
Products of Cable Combustion
Member - IEEE/ICC Subcommittee 9, Special Purpose Cable
Member - IEEE/ICC Subcommittee 14, Station Cable Systems
Member - American Chemical Society
Chairman - American Public Transit Association, Wire and Cable

Committee
Former Member - NPEC - Qualification Testing

PRESENT EXPERIENCE
|

Technical Consultant, Cable Industrial Cable Division,
| Cablec Corporation

PAST EXPERIENCE

Anaconda - Ericsson, Inc.i

Technical Consultant, Technical Product Manager

Anaconda Wire and Cable Co.
'

Technical Consultant, Chief Polymer Scientist
Polymer Research Manager, Rubber Chemist

LENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

35 years of experience involving development, engineering,
man'ufacturing and technical service in the cable industry.I

1

,

6713A-4223900-B6 A-5
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REDGATE, HOWARD V.

EDUCATICN - Lowell Institute
boston University - BS

-LICENSES - Professional Engineer - Massachusetts

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
-Life Senior Member
Fellowship and Attendance
Chairman - Instrumentation Committee

| Nuclear Power Engineering Committee
Atomic Industrial Forum

Equipment Qualification

PPESENT EXPERIENCE

Consulting Engineer
i

PAST EXPERIENCE

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
Assistant Chief Electrical Engineer, Senior Electrical Engineer
Equipment Qualification Coordinator

Foster Wheeler Corporation
,

Electrical Engineer
Chief Electrical Engineer, Paris, France

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Test Engineer

LENGTE OF EXPERIENCE

28 years of experience involving industrial, fossil, and nuclear
proj ects

|

|
|

i

i

6713A-4223900-B6 A-6
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DONEGAN, EDWARD P.

EDUCATION BSEE, BBA

LICENSES - Professional Engineer Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut,
New Mexico, Texas, Virginia, and California

| PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

| Life Senior Member - Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
i Former Member Nuclear Power Engineering Committee SC-2 - Equipment-

| Qualification
ICC Working Group 12-32 - Cable Qualification
Former Member AIF

PRESENT EXPERIENCE

1

| Consulting Engineer

PAST EXPERIENCE

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
Cable Specialist
Project Engineer
Project Manager
Chief Electrical Engineer
Engineering Manager

LENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

38 years of continuous experience in engineering, design, and
construction of industrial plants, transmission lines, and electrical
generating stations.

-

.

i

|
|

6713A-4223900-B6 A-7
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STAKUTIS, ALPHONSE P,

EDUCATION - BSEE

LICENSES - P.E. - Massachusetts

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

ISenior Member - Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Member - NPEC - Subcommittee SC-2 Equipment Qualification

PRESENT EXPERIENCE

Corporate Consulting Engineer

PAST EXPERIENCE

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
Chief Electrical Engineer
Project Engineer f

j

LENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

Over 40 years experience in design and engineering of fossil and inuclear projects.

.

.

!

,

i

!

!

|
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PETTY, KEITH A.
l

EDUCATION - BSEE

LICENSES - Professional Engineer - Massachusetts
I
1

l
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

lMember - insulated Conductor Cocmittee i

Member Subcommittee 9 - Special Purpose Cable I

Member Subcommittee 12 - Test acd Measurements
Member Subcommittee 14 - Station Cable Systems
Chairman Task Force 14-1 - Station Cable Installation -

PRESENT EXPERIENCE

ICable Specialist and Senior Electrical Engineer - Stone & Webster
En;;ineering Corporation

LENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

14 years of engineering in various capacities of numerous p roj ects
including cable consulting work on over 30 nuclear power stations and
audit on behalf of the NRC.

PUBLICATIONS

Various technical papers on cables including cable ampacity and cable jlife extension. '

i

l

Author of Volume 4 '"Jir e and Cable" ci Electric Power Research )Institute's " Electric Pcwer Plant Reference Book" !

1

.

6713A-4223900-B6 A-9
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GRIGC, JACK C.

EDUCATION - BSEE
1

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
1

Member - Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers |

Member - American Society of Naval Engineers

PUBLICATION
,

o " Overland Protection of Silicone Insulated Motors," Electrical j
'

Engineer - December 1948
o Co-author of "The Shippingport Pressurized Water Peactor,"

Addison-Wesley in 1958
o Co-author of " Experience in the Design, Construction and Operation of i

the Pressurized Water Reactor Power Plant at Shippingport" (1972).
i

PRESENT EXPERIENCE

1978 to present - Consulting Engineer. Clients have included: Naval Sea
Systems Command (ship electric control and power systems); Burns and Roe )
(fast breeder reactor controls); Public Service Electric and Gas, New ]

| Jersey; EXXON Enterprises, Inc.

PAST EXPERIENCE

1942 - Electrical Branch of the Navys Bureau of Ships (Naval Sea Systems 1

Command). P.esponsible positions in the design of control systems and
equipment for Naval vessels. This includad motor control, switchgear,
instrumentation, and propulsion control.

9/1952 - Nuclear Propulsion Division of the Bureau of Ships with
responsibility for the design, procurement, installation, and test of
control and instrumentation equipment for the nuclear propulsion plants
of the USS NAUTILUS, USS SEAWOLF and their land based prototype reactor
plants.

1954 - Director of a newly formed Nuclear Control and Instrumentation

| Division of the Bureau of Ships. Responsible for all aspects of
I instrumentation and control for nuclear propulsion plaats for Navy ships.

1963 to 1978 - Atomic Energy Commission (now Department of Energy);
Chief Nuclear Instrumentation and Control Branch, Division of Naval
Reactors while maintained duties and responsibilities in the Bureau of
Ships.

1978 - Retired
|

LENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

45 years of engineering experience in various capacities

A-10
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